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ABSTRACT: Information on flood inundation extent is important for understanding societal exposure, water
storage volumes, flood wave attenuation, future flood hazard, and other variables. A number of organizations
now provide flood inundation maps based on satellite remote sensing. These data products can efficiently and
accurately provide the areal extent of a flood event, but do not provide floodwater depth, an important attribute
for first responders and damage assessment. Here we present a new methodology and a GIS-based tool, the
Floodwater Depth Estimation Tool (FwDET), for estimating floodwater depth based solely on an inundation map
and a digital elevation model (DEM). We compare the FwDET results against water depth maps derived from
hydraulic simulation of two flood events, a large-scale event for which we use medium resolution input layer
(10 m) and a small-scale event for which we use a high-resolution (LiDAR; 1 m) input. Further testing is performed for two inundation maps with a number of challenging features that include a narrow valley, a large
reservoir, and an urban setting. The results show FwDET can accurately calculate floodwater depth for diverse
flooding scenarios but also leads to considerable bias in locations where the inundation extent does not align
well with the DEM. In these locations, manual adjustment or higher spatial resolution input is required.
(KEY TERMS: flood inundation; water depth; remote sensing; flooding.)
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and the Copernicus Emergency Management Service
(Accessed August 1, 2017, http://emergency.copernic
us.eu), for example, provide near-real-time inundation maps using satellite remote sensing. DFO provides daily global surface water maps based on 250-m
spatial resolution Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery as well as higher

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, a number of observational flood
inundation mapping services have emerged. The
Dartmouth Flood Observatory (DFO) (Accessed
August 1, 2017, http://floodobservatory.colorado.edu)
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system (GIS) tools within a simple Python script, termed the Floodwater Depth Estimation Tool (FwDET).
The relative simplicity of FwDET allows for fast calculation of floodwater depth using readily available
data, a highly desirable attribute for near-real-time
flood mapping applications or systems that analyze a
large number of flood events (e.g., USFIMR). The
approach is intended for first-order overview, not
detailed analysis of floodwater dynamics. In this
paper, we present the methodology and test it against
two case studies for which water depth maps are
available from hydraulic simulations. We then
demonstrate the tool for two additional flood inundation maps from the DFO and USFIMR databases.

resolution maps for specific floods. Copernicus provides on-demand flood inundation maps based on
available high-resolution imagery. A more recent service, the United States Flood Inundation Mapping
Repository (USFIMR) (Accessed August 1, 2017,
http://sdml.ua.edu/usfimr), provides high-resolution
(10-30 m) satellite sensor-based map repository
(40 maps as of August 1, 2017) of past flood events in
the United States (U.S.).
Near-real-time observations of flood extent are useful for first responders, relief agencies, civil leaders,
and recovery managers (Horritt et al., 2007; Merz
et al., 2007; Schumann et al., 2010; Mason et al.,
2012). Detailed maps of past flood events can be useful for flood risk policymakers as well as for scientists
developing and maintaining modeling-based flood prediction and analysis applications (Hostache et al.,
2009; Revilla-Romero et al., 2015).
Flood inundation maps provide information on the
areal extent of a flood. With the exception of very
small, i.e., easily surveyed, floods, water depth cannot
be readily associated with or calculated from a flood
extent map. However, timely information about floodwater depth is important for directing rescue and
relief resources, determination of road closures and
accessibility, and post-event analysis of property
damage (Islam and Sadu, 2001; Nadal et al., 2009).
Hydraulic models, for example, HEC-RAS (USACE,
2017), Delft3D (Deltares, 2017), MIKE FLOOD (DHI
Technologies, 2017), and LISFLOOD-FP (Bates and
De Roo, 2000), are commonly used to simulate flooding events (e.g., Horritt and Bates, 2002; Haile and
Rientjes, 2005; Kia et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2016).
Although these tools can simulate water depths, they
require information about the event hydrological
characteristics and riverine morphology. Achieving
accurate simulation of a flood event is often time consuming and requires extensive data compilation and
calibration. As a result, numerical simulations are
less frequently used in near-real-time flood mapping
application. Model-based flood mapping applications
[e.g., Federal Emergency Management Administration Flood Maps (FEMA, 2017) and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National
Weather Service Inundation Maps (NOAA, 2017)]
often analyze flow frequency or stage intervals or
past flow conditions at a gauging site which makes
them less useful for near-real-time or event-specific
applications.
The objective of this paper is to introduce and test
a new methodology for estimating water depths in
flooded domains that relies on only flood extent and a
digital elevation model (DEM). We test whether our
methodology can provide a comparable estimate of
floodwater depth to a complex hydrologic model. The
methodology uses standard geographic information
JAWRA
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Floodwater Depth Estimation Approach
Water depth along a cross section of a floodplain
(Figure 1) can be easily estimated by extracting the
maximum elevation of the water surface from a DEM
and deducting the elevation of any location along the
cross section, assuming negligible cross-valley water
surface slope. In Figure 1, for example, the maximum
elevation of the floodwater is 100 m above sea level
(asl). At point “A” along the cross section, the land
elevation is 95 m asl, leading to an estimated water
depth of 5 m. Above the river channel (point “B”),
underestimation of water depth will occur if the DEM
records the river water surface elevation (the blue
line in Figure 1) rather than river bed elevation. As
most DEMs reflect water surface elevation (at some
point in time) over the active channel, this bias will
be persistent and may be considerable, especially for
large rivers. It is however of little importance in

FIGURE 1. Theoretical Floodplain Cross Section Illustrating the
Floodwater Depth Estimation. The blue line represents “within
banks” water level, and the brown line represents hypothetical
floodwater level. Once the local elevation of floodwater is identified
(100 m asl in this example), the floodwater depth can be estimated
at any point using the difference in surface flood water elevation
and inundated land elevation (e.g., 100 95 m = 5 m). For the
river channel, the accuracy of this methodology depends on
whether or not the digital elevation model records the elevation of
the riverbed or the water surface.
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Step 2 — Extracting the Elevation of the
Boundary Cells. A new raster layer is generated,
using a conditional raster calculation (ArcGIS Map
Algebra) expression, in which cells corresponding to
the boundary raster layer (from Step 1), which are
not “No Data,” receive the value of the underlying
DEM (Figure 2c).
Step 3 — Assigning the Boundary Cells Elevation to the Domain Cells. A new raster layer is
calculated in which each cell is assigned with the elevation of its nearest boundary cell. In FwDET, the
“Focal Statistics” tool is used (ESRI, 2017). The tool
calculates a selected statistic for each input cell of
the values within a specified neighborhood around it.
For example, for the output of Step 2 (Figure 2c) with
a “Focal Statistics” neighborhood of one cell, only the
adjacent cells to the boundary cells will be assigned
the elevation of their nearest boundary cell (Figure 2d). This is because all other cells are surrounded
by “No Data” cells. To ensure that all cells are
assigned with the elevation of their nearest boundary
cell, a conditional loop is used in which the size of the
“Focal Statistics” neighborhood is increased at every
iteration (Figures 2d and 2e). The loop is conditioned
in a way that the value of a cell in the new raster
layer will be assigned the elevation value of the
smallest neighborhood (iteration) size, i.e., the nearest boundary cell. A circular “Focal Statistics” neighborhood was found to produce smoother results, but
other neighborhood geometries can also be used. The
number of iterations needed is a function of the maximum flood extent width and the cell size used. It can
be calculated by identifying the largest flood extent
width and dividing it by the cell size times 2 (as it
only needs to reach the middle of the flood extent
from each side). For example, for a flood extent with
a maximum width of 1,000 m and the DEM resolution is 10 m, at least (1,000/[2 9 10]) 50 iterations
will be needed.

Step 1 — Identifying Boundary Cells. A flood
inundation extent polygon is converted into a polyline
layer (ArcGIS “Polygon to Polyline” tool). The polyline
layer is then converted into a raster layer (ArcGIS
“Polyline to Raster” tool), with cells that are not corresponding to the polylines assigned with a “No Data”
value (Figure 2a). It is preferable to have the raster
layer cell dimensions compatible to the available
DEM (Figure 2b). If the initial inundation map is a
raster (e.g., tiff, kmz), which is sometimes the case,
that map needs to be converted into a polygon before
being converted into a polyline. When the inundation
extent layer is composed of multiple polygons or
when there are holes within the polygons, the
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boundaries of these will also be identified as boundary cells. The case studies used in this paper include
such complex flood extents. The output of this step is
a raster of the flooded area, with all cell values equal
to “No Data” except for cells representing the polyline
(Figure 2a).

practice, as e.g., first responders’ primary concerns
are with water depths over flooded areas, not the
active channel.
Using cross-section maximum floodwater elevation
value for estimating water depth cannot be directly
applied for larger areal extents due to the slope of
the floodplain and, for some cases, the complexity in
flow paths. Delineating multiple cross sections along
a flooded extent and interpolating between them can,
however, yield more continuous water depth estimations. That approach will be sensitive to the spacing
between the cross sections and flow complexity, such
as river meandering, confluences, and distributaries,
but has potential given emerging algorithms that can
automate cross-section delineation (e.g., HEC–
GeoRAS) and interpolation (e.g., Merwade et al.,
2008).
The method described herein allows for an automated floodwater depth estimation that is spatially
continuous (i.e., not based on cross sections). It (Figure 2) is based on identifying the flooded domain
boundary cells on a DEM, using a polygon layer
delineating the flood extent obtained, for example,
from remote sensing classification. The elevation values of the boundary cells are then assigned to cells
within the flooded domain. This extraction of the
local maximum floodwater elevation, as in the simple
cross-section example, can be used to calculate water
depth within the flooded domain. To accomplish this,
a cell within the flooded domain will be assigned the
elevation of its nearest boundary cell, which is then
used to calculate the local water depth by subtracting
this value from a cell’s surface elevation (derived
from a DEM). The methodology was automated using
a Python script (FwDET) utilizing a number of ArcGIS tools (within the ArcPy Python library). Other
geospatial analysis packages (GDAL) (e.g., http://
www.gdal.org) can also be used for executing this
method.
The method includes the following sequence (Figure 2).
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Step 4 — Floodwater Depth Calculation. A
raster calculation (ArcGIS Map Algebra) expression
is used to deduct the cell value of the output of Step
3 (a raster layer containing the elevation of the nearest boundary cell; Figure 2e) by the DEM value (Figure 2b). The values of the resulting raster layer will
be the estimated floodwater depth (Figure 2f). The
DEM used in this step needs to be bounded to only
3
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FIGURE 2. Flow chart of the Floodwater Depth Estimation Methodology (left panel) and Illustration of the FwDET Calculation. (a) Zoom-in
on flood inundation boundary section (line) and corresponding grid-cells (dotted cells); (b) digital elevation model (DEM) values (above sea
level); (c) boundary cells elevation (asl) extraction from the DEM; (d) first iteration of the focal statistics loop which assign the nearest boundary cell elevation to 1 cell-wide neighborhood; (e) final iteration of the focal statistics loop, all cells are assigned with elevation of the nearest
boundary cell; (f) calculation of water depth by deducting (e) from (b); (g) negative water depth values and cells outside the flooded domain
are removed.

this step. In FwDET, the “Filter” tool is used with
the “low-pass” option. The tool calculates the average
value for each cell based on its 3 9 3 neighborhood.

include cells within the flooded domain (Figure 2g).
In FwDET, the Clip tool is used with the flood extent
polygon as the bounding feature. This step is necessary because the “Focal Statistics” tool assigns values
on both sides of the boundary cells.

Evaluation and Application Examples
Step 5 — Smoothing. A procedure can be used
to smooth sharp changes in floodwater depth due to,
for example, spatial mismatches between the DEM
and the inundation map. This step can also smooth
real, sharp changes in water depth, such as transition from floodplain to active channel, and so discretion should be used when analyzing the output of
JAWRA

The methodology was evaluated by comparing the
FwDET floodwater depth output layer against water
depths simulated by a hydraulic model for two flood
events: May 2016 at Brazos River, Texas, U.S., and
September 2013 at St. Vrain Creek near Lyons, Colorado, U.S. These two events represent very different
4
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to identify “water,” and then further removes cloud
shadow false positives by requiring the “water”
threshold to be met in three of the six images available from Terra and Aqua for a three-day period
(Policelli et al., 2016). The automated system then
rolls forward in time, updating daily. For obtaining
maximum flood extent maps, DFO commonly also
composites over longer time periods (14 days is typical), thus filling between cloud cover and obtaining
the maximum extent of flooding reached. A 3 arc-sec
(~90 m) resolution DEM (HydroSHEDS) (Lehner
et al., 2008) is used as input topography.
The second event is a USFIMR map for the May
30, 2016 flood on the San Jacinto River, Texas using
10 m Sentinel-1 (synthetic aperture radar; European
Space Agency) imagery. The Sentinel-1 imagery was
downloaded from the Copernicus Open Access Hub
(Accessed August 1, 2017, https://scihub.copernicus.e
u/). Flood extent was classified, using a change detection approach in which the difference between an
image during the flood is compared to a pre-flood
image. Before and after images were processed using
the Sentinel-1 Toolbox (https://sentinel.esa.int/web/se
ntinel/toolboxes/sentinel-1). Images underwent filtering, radiometric calibration, and geometric correction
before a threshold was used to create binary classifications of wet/dry pixels. The classification threshold
was determined through visual inspection of
backscatter fluctuations in the pre- and post-flood
imagery.
The effects of DEM resolution on FwDET predictions are evaluated by comparing floodwater depth
predictions for the San Jacinto River, Texas, case
study, using 10 and 30 m resolution DEMs (from
USGS National Elevation Dataset; Accessed September 1, 2016, https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/NED) for the floodwater depth estimation. These case studies were
selected as they include a number of diverse features.
The Myanmar flood passes through a narrow valley
into a large floodplain and is based on relatively
coarse resolution mapping. The San Jacinto River
flood included a large reservoir, urban flooding, and
highly dispersed inundated areas.

flooding conditions and input data. The Brazos River
event was spatially extensive (width of about 4.5 km)
and a 10 m resolution DEM is used as input. The St.
Vrain Creek was a small and relatively confined
(width of about 0.3 km), mountainous, flood and a
1 m resolution, LiDAR-derived, DEM (FEMA Region
VIII GIS FTP Site, 2014) was used as input. In both
cases, the iRIC-FaSTMECH model (Nelson et al.,
2016) (www.i-ric.org) was used to simulate the floods.
Model-predicted water depth output is used to evaluate FwDAT. iRIC-FaSTMECH employs a channelfitted coordinate system and calculates either twodimensional or three-dimensional velocity fields and
water surface elevations for a given discharge and
roughness field assuming that the pressure distribution is hydrostatic and that the flow is quasi-steady
(where quasi-steady means that the discharge can
vary in time, but unsteady terms in the equations of
motion are neglected). Notably, the iRIC system
includes a variety of additional flow models with less
restrictive assumptions and more general applicability. FaSTMECH was selected because it is fast to
simulate flow, easy to use, and favorable with limited
amount of gage data.
Model-predicted flood inundation area is used as
the flood extent input layer in FwDAT, serving as a
substitute to an observed inundation map. Using
model-predicted flood extent input allows for a cleaner analysis of our methodology, as it removes modelrelated errors from the analysis and ensures that the
differences between FwDAT and the hydraulic model
simulated water depths are only due to the simplifications in FwDAT and not due to differences in input
data.
FwDET predictions are also demonstrated for two
satellite-observed flood inundation events. The first is
a DFO map for the August 2016 flood event on the
Irrawaddy River in Myanmar (Accessed August 1,
2017,
http://floodobservatory.colorado.edu/Events/
2016Myanmar4365/2016Myanmar4365.html), using
250 m spatial resolution MODIS imagery. DFO
MODIS classification was based on the Land Atmosphere Near-real-time Capability for EOS (LANCE)
system that provides daily MODIS. The MODIS inundation extent information is further processed at
DFO from a fully automated, near global, near realtime surface water extent and flood mapping system
(https://floodmap.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/). The system has been running at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) since November 2011 and
ingests data from the MODIS sensors on both the
NASA Aqua and Terra satellites. Water is identified
using the 250 m spatial resolution red (MODIS Band
1) and near infrared bands (MODIS band 2) data. A
band threshold classification approach uses the low
water reflectivity in band 2 as ratioed against band 1
JOURNAL
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Evaluation of FwDET
FwDET runtime on a desktop computer with four
3.7 GHz processors and 7.5 GB available RAM varied
from 3.6 min for the St. Vrain Creek case study, with
a 1 m resolution, 640 9 615 (393,600) cells and 100
iterations, to 31.7 min for the Brazos River case
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study, with a 10 m resolution, 2087 9 1816
(3,789,992) cells and 200 iterations. Runtime is a
function of the input data resolution and the size of
the flood inundation domain relative to the DEM resolution. The former affects the time it takes to execute each operation (tool) and the latter controls the
number of integrations needed for the “Focal Statistic” neighborhood to cover all grid-cells within the
flooded domain. We plan to test other tools and other
geospatial analysis packages (e.g., GDAL; http://www.
gdal.org) to improve runtime and usability by nonArcGIS users.
Floodwater depth estimates by FwDET correspond
well with model-simulated water depth for the Brazos
River, Texas (Figures 3a and 3b, respectively). The
average depths estimated by our methodology and
the model (including cells with zero depth but excluding “No Data” cells) are 1.95 and 1.49 m, respectively.
The root-mean-square difference (RMSD; the average
absolute difference between all cells between the two
water depth maps) is 0.37 m. Maximum depths estimated by FwDET and the hydraulic model were 12.4
and 12.5 m, respectively. These results are favorable
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as it shows that FwDET estimates deviate from a calibrated hydraulic model floodwater depth estimation
by <40 cm on average for a flood with a maximum
water depth of over 12 m. While local discrepancies
between the two can be significant, as we describe
below, such a low average bias and the ability to capture the maximum floodwater depth is promising.
While most of the flooded area shows small
(<0.5 m) differences in water depth between the two
maps, some small sections show considerable differences (Figures 3c and 3d). The most extreme overestimations by FwDET (green values in Figure 3d) are
along the banks of the main river channel. These are
due to FwDET’s inability to calculate fine-scale fluid
dynamic effects. The greatest differences (>5 m) in
floodwater predictions are the underestimation by
FwDET at the up- and down-stream boundaries of
the river reach (Figure 3d). This is a result of using
the edges of the flooded domain that cross the river
channel as boundary cells to the nearby cells within
the river channel. As a result, FwDET calculates very
low water depth at these cells (their “reference”
boundary cells are also within the channel), whereas

FIGURE 3. May 2016 Flood Event at the Brazos River, Texas, U.S. (a) Estimates by FwDET and (b) simulated by the iRIC-FaSTMECH
hydraulic model. Differences between (a) and (b) are shown as a (c) percentage and (d) in depth of meters. Negative or positive values
indicate that floodwater depth estimates by FwDET were lower or higher than model predictions.
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RMSD value is very similar to the Brazos River case
study. However, it represents a more considerable
bias as the average and maximum floodwater depths
are smaller. This is, nonetheless, a promising result
as it shows consistency in FwDET predictions
between two case studies at considerably different
spatial scales and resolution. The greatest differences
in floodwater depth between the two maps are at the
most upstream and downstream edges of the simulated domain (Figure 4d). FwDET underpredicts
floodwater depth in these locations by up to 2 m.
Similar to the Brazos River flood, this is due to the
identification of cells at the edge of the inundation
domain that are within the active channel and have
lower elevation as boundary cells.
Differences between the two floodwater depth
maps (Figures 4a and 4b) are highly heterogeneous
in space (Figures 4c and 4d). This highlights the
effect of boundary cell location on the resulting floodwater depth estimation. Complex flood inundation
domains will typically yield more “bulky” estimations
because these flood domains are more likely to have
boundary cells with relatively high differences in

the model properly accounts for these boundary locations. Given the small number of cells affected by this
problem and their location within the river channel,
this bias does not greatly influence the utility of the
floodwater depth estimate.
The floodwater depth estimation by FwDET (Figure 3a) shows sharp transitions (most clearly visible
in Figure 3c) in depth, in contrast to the smoother
distribution of the modeled depth map (Figure 3b).
These blocks and straight lines are artifacts of the
Focal Statistics circular neighborhood. The low-pass
filter step smooths these artifacts but does not eliminate them. Additional filtering passes and algorithms
could be used but these may have adverse effects on
capturing actual sharp transitions in water depth
(e.g., from the floodplain to the active channel).
Floodwater depth estimates by FwDET also correspond well to the small-scale and high-resolution St.
Vrain Creek event simulation (Figure 4). The average
floodwater depth estimated using FwDET and modelsimulated depths (including cells with zero depth) are
0.72 and 1.28 m, with maximum depths of 4.64 and
4.26 m, respectively, and an RMSD of 0.38 m. The

FIGURE 4. September 2013 Flood Event at St. Vrain Creek near Lyons, Colorado, U.S. (a) Estimates by FwDET and (b) simulated by the
iRIC-FaSTMECH hydraulic model. Differences between (a) and (b) are shown as a (c) percentage and (d) depth in meters. Negative or
positive values indicate that floodwater depth estimates by FwDET were lower or higher than model predictions.
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The San Jacinto River, Texas, U.S., case study
includes flooding along Lake Houston, a large reservoir, coastal wetlands, and urban environments.
Much of the reservoir surface was estimated as having zero floodwater depth despite the fact the areas
surrounding the reservoir were classified as flooded
(Figure 6). This occurred in areas where one or more
boundary cells were located, due to errors in the
remote sensing-based map, on the reservoir itself.
Most of the sections of the reservoir that were calculated as having some floodwater depth show unrealistic bands resulting from the applied Focal Statistics
neighborhood algorithm. This, again, demonstrates
how spatial mismatches between the flood inundation
extent layer and DEM can lead to evident biases in
floodwater depth estimates. Careful flood extent quality control and manual adjustment of the boundary
cell locations can improve these biases. Narrow parts
of the reservoirs upstream (north and northwest
areas) show more realistic floodwater depth patterns.
In all cases, it is clear that the DEM used recorded
the water surface elevation, rather than the reservoir
bed elevation, leading to considerable underestimation of water depth over the reservoir. While this
issue points to a potential source of bias, its importance may be considered low as the main use of this
tool is to provide a first-order estimate floodwater
depth over the floodplain, where the potential impact
of flood events on life and property is more likely.
The northwest (upstream) area of the flood shows
complex inundation patterns along streets and
neighborhoods (e.g., checkered box in Figure 6). The
estimated floodwater depth in these locations is low
(~1 m). There are isolated areas of very deep floodwater hotspots. These were the result of (1) errors
in the location of boundary cells due to either imagery misclassification or the spatial resolution of the
satellite imagery, and (2) areas of low elevation associated with small ponds or ditches. These kinds of
errors are more likely to occur in complex flood
inundation patterns like this one. Using a higher
resolution DEM (10 m; Figure 6a) improves the
results for this section, primarily by providing additional detail that reduces the spatial extent of these
deeper hotspots.
The downstream section of this flood (south section
below the dam) is a flat coastal wetland incised by a
meandering river. The estimated floodwater depth for
this section (red box in Figure 6) is reasonable but is
very irregular when using the 10 m DEM, with sharp
transition in water depth. The 30 m DEM resulted in
much smoother output which may be preferable for
floodwater depth reporting in this case.
The overall differences between the 10 and 30 m
results (Figures 6a and 6b, respectively) are relatively small. The average floodwater depths estimated

elevation at close proximity. For example, the “holes”
along the inundated area (best seen in Figure 4c) are
associated with regions of large differences between
the two floodwater depth predictions. A smoothing
procedure could be added to FwDET that will remove
such “holes” within the inundated domain, but this
may have adverse effects for large floods, where the
distance between boundary cells and cells within the
flooded domain can be very large. Thus, an “island”
within the flooded domain may yield a more accurate,
local estimate of floodwater elevation.

Demonstration for Remote Sensing Flood Maps
The Irrawaddy River (Myanmar) case study
yielded unrealistic floodwater depth values at the
upstream (northeastern) section of the river (Figure 5a). The river is confined within a narrow valley
along that reach. The relatively coarse resolution of
the MODIS-based water classification (white outline
in Figure 5c) and the DEM resulted in boundary cells
identification near the top of the valley ridges (with
very high elevation). This demonstrates that the spatial resolution of the input data (DEM and inundation map) should be appropriate to the flood extent
and floodplain characteristics. Higher-resolution data
or manual quality control would allow for a better
assessment of water depth in this section of the river.
One of the adverse effects of the overestimation of
floodwater depth along the upstream section of the
Irrawaddy River is the masking of depth values along
the downstream section of the flood (due to “color
ramp” saturation). Focusing on the middle and lower
sections of the flood (Figure 5b), a complex mosaic of
deep and shallow sections emerges. Many of these
variations are due to the braided nature of the river
(Figure 5c) and may realistically represent floodwater
depths. There are a number of straight transition
zones, mostly perpendicular to the flow direction.
Similar to earlier examples, these are artifacts of the
Focal Statistics neighborhood, which in this case
resulted in a number of alternating deep-shallow
zones which are not realistic. The resolution of the
inundation map and DEM also played a role in this
as boundary cells may have been located slightly outside the active floodplain, which introduced high elevation values in some locations. This, again,
demonstrates the importance of using suitable input
data resolution and the need for quality control in
some locations. It also demonstrates the sensitivity of
our approach to spatial mismatch between the flood
inundation extent layer and the DEM. Such mismatch can result not only from relatively coarse spatial resolution but also from projection or grid-cell
alignment issues.
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FIGURE 5. The August 2016 Flood Event at Irrawaddy River, Myanmar: (a) Floodwater Depth Prediction by FwDET, (b) Zoom-in on the
Section Downstream of the Gorge (indicated by the red rectangle in (a)), (c) Satellite Imagery (from ArcGIS Earth) of the Flood Zone and the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer-Based Flood Inundation Extent (marked in white), (d) Oblique View from the Upstream
Gorge (view angle indicated by red cone in (c); from Google Earth).

are 0.75 and 1.25 m, with the maximum depths being
11.7 and 13.3 m for the 10 and 30 m DEMs, respectively. As described earlier, high-resolution analysis
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is advantageous in complex urban settings but can
also be disadvantageous in some cases. Given that
the goal of the described method is to provide a first9
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FIGURE 6. Floodwater Depth Estimates from FwDET for the May 2016 Flood Event at San Jacinto River, Texas, U.S., Using (a) a
10 9 10 m DEM and (b) a 30 9 30 m DEM. The small maps zoom in on an urban area (top map inset) and wetland area (bottom map inset).
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CONCLUSIONS

A new methodology, the FwDET, is presented for
the important challenge of estimating floodwater
depth from remote sensing flood inundation maps.
When compared to model-simulated water depth predictions, FwDET performs well for both a large flood
event (Brazos River, Texas; using a 10 m DEM) and
a small event (St. Vrain River, Colorado), for which
high-resolution 1 m DEM was used.
FwDET was also demonstrated, using two satellite
remote sensing-derived flood inundation maps. These
flood maps feature a number of challenges, including
a narrow valley, a large reservoir, urban flooding,
and braided and meandering channels. The main conclusions from that analysis were as follows:
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1. Steep terrain (e.g., narrow valley) may lead to
considerable overestimations as they are highly
sensitive to the resolution of the flood inundation
map and DEM. Highly confined river reaches
should be excluded unless appropriate (high resolution) input data are available and/or careful
manual quality control is implemented to ensure
accurate spatial alignment between the flood
inundation layer and the DEM.
2. Large water bodies are prone to underestimation
due to errors in the location of the flood boundary cells on the water body itself and the fact
that DEMs typically record water surface elevation. Large river channels will show similar
biases. Manual quality control should be used to
prevent the former, whereas bathymetry estimations can address the latter.
3. Complex inundation patterns and urban flooding
are prone to localized hotspots of overestimation.
Higher quality imaging and DEM inputs are
found to limit the spatial extent of these hotspots. Appropriate DEM resolution selection is
needed to produce the best estimation under
these settings.
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